36" Fir N68°30' W 72 links
now badly rotted 42" stump
20" Fir S45°0'5" W 19 links
now 28" stump "NW12" visible
24" Fir S45°5' 35 links (missing)

RESTORED:
Set 5/8" x 30" iron pin 26" in ground, 1.05 feet East of Pipe
Set 4" x 4" x 48" white post 0.6 feet South of pin
18" Alder N64° W 69.1 feet, scribed T6SR9S100CBT
22" Fir S54°20' W 64.4 feet, scribed "T6SR9S120CBT"
Yellow corner tag on 22" Fir BT

1/4 CORNER EAST SIDE SECTION 12

ORIGINAL:
Post (missing)
14" Fir S20°E 19 links (missing)
16" Fir S10°W 26 links (missing)
Re-Established: set 5/8" x 30" iron pin 25" in ground
set 4" x 4" x 48" white post 1 foot South of pin
20" Fir S15°30' W 161.9 feet scribed "1/4S12ST6691"
5" Alder N15°30'W 73.1 feet scribed "1/4S12ET"
Yellow corner tag on 20" Fir BT

SECTION CORNER 7 and 18 T6SR8W

ORIGINAL:
Post (missing)
18" Fir N60°30'E 87.1 feet (missing)
26" Fir S83°E 47.5 feet
now 28" stump "IRBT" visible
18" Fir S44°N 15.2 feet
now 30" stump "BT" visible
RESTORED: set 5/8" x 30" iron pin 26" in ground
set 4" x 4" x 48" white post
12" Hemlock N70°45'E 107.8 feet scribed "T6SR8S2STBT"
26" Spruce S112°45'E 98.8 feet scribed "T6SR8S18ES691"
Yellow corner tag on 10" Fir S47°W 43.8 feet (closing corner BT)
26" Fir stump bears North 130.5 feet with old line notches visible

CLOSING CORNER 12 and 13

ORIGINAL:
Post (missing)
30" Fir N55°W 10 links (missing)
28" Fir S20°W 48 links
now 30" stump "BT" visible
24" Fir S60°W 85 links
now 28" stump "IRBT" visible
RESTORED: set 5/8" x 30" iron pin 26" in ground
set 4" x 4" x 48" white post 1 foot South of pin
10" Fir S33°51' W 57.9 feet, scribed "T6SR9E13ST6691"
14" Fir N62°W 113.5 feet, scribed "T6SR9E12BT"
Yellow corner tag on 10" Fir BT

BOOK 3 • 1/4 CORNER 12 and 13

ORIGINAL: